George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc., founded in 1946, specialized
originally as a manufacturer of systems and functional building blocks for
analog computing. In 1952, the differential-input operational amplifier, a
key analog component, was for the first time liberated from its functional
setting and offered for sale individually. Following publication (1956) of
the gray, 2S-page Applications Manual for Philbrick Octal Plug-In

Computing Amplifiers, created by MIT Professor Henry M. Paynter,
amplifier sales mushroomed, rapidly outgrowing computor products.
By 1965, vacuum-tube devices like the K2-W were supplanted by potted
modules employing discrete transistors; and the industry was introducing
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the first really performance-competitive ICs. But op amps lacked the
support of suitable texts to educate, inform, and stimulate design
engineers. In response, Philbrick devised this Applications Manual, using
Ted Gams's unique modular approach to apportioning text and graphics to
individual topics. Contributors included Or. Peter Hansen, Bruce Seddon,
Robert Malter, and Bob Pease; and the whole was edited by the
undersigned. It was eagerly adopted and is fondly remembered by
designers of an earlier generation.
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Following the book's publication in 1966, Philbrick was acquired by
Teledyne, Inc., and merged with a recently acquired competitor, Nexus
Research Laboratory, Inc. In the early 1990s, it was merged with other
Teledyne businesses and lost its identity. What remained of it became the
property successively ofTelCom Semiconductor and Microsemi
Corporation.
Two generations of design engineers have appeared since the book's
publication; the first generation to receive it is on the way to retirement or
beyond. Good op amp books are now available. Yet many of the ideas
expressed here remain fresh to this day. In fact, today's analog silicon may
make feasible ideas that could once only be suggested but imperfectly
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embodied. The book has much that will be "news" to the newer
generation. Approaching the millennium, Analog Devices, recognizing the
book's possibilities, has acquired the rights to re-publish it. We have left it
virtually unchanged, except for a few evident opportunities to make it
more relevant to the current generation. We're delighted to have closed the
loop--an eminently analog function!

Dan Sheingold, Dec. 1997
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APPLICATIONS MANUAL
COMPUTING AMPLIFIERS
This publication is the newest in what may reasonably be called a
publishing continuum-a progression that began in 1951 with the
appearance of our charming but (by today's standards) old-fashioned
36-page Catalog and Manual, revisions and mutations of which have
appeared, along with The Lightning Empiricist, periodically
throughout the intervening years. Your response to each of these
opera has been warmly enthusiastic. Like Don Marquis's Mehitabel,
we are always surprised and somewhat bewildered by the magnitude
of the yield-for example, the "Applications Manual for PHILBRICK
Octal Plug-in Computing Amplifiers", which this manual supersedes,
first appeared in 1956, and to date we have printed and distributed
about a quarter of a million copies, through ten editions. We must
confess to a fond hope for a similar endorsement
of this latest effort.
This manual was prepared by the Engineering Staff
of Philbrick Researches.
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The reason for this manual may be found in the nature of the Analog
Art. As we shall soon relate, in the pages that follow, the successful
application of that art often involves some degree of originality,
is often improved by full-fledged creativity, and frequently

WHY

demands genuine innovation.
Now we are not so naive as to believe that originality, creativity,
or inventiveness may be taught, or even developed, en masse. In fact,
we rather prefer this intractability of the human personality.
Nevertheless, even routine applications of basic principles, clearly
understood, can lead to successful, reliable, and practical results.
Not everyone, however industriously he reads this manual, will
become a genuine Analog Artificer; but those who do so progress
(and those who have already) will find that there is a close analogy
between the study of a new language and the study
of Analog Methods, to wit:
•
•

A clear and complete understanding of the fundamental rules of the game
("grammar") is essential to good performance.

A thorough understanding of the laws of combination and interrelationship
("syntax") must be acquired before any significant advanced work

•
•

can be contemplated.
The variety and scope of one's output is directly proportional to the number
of hard facts one has stored up about available hardware ("vocabulary").
The only way to avoid triteness and idiomatic clumsiness i s to be exposed to a
large number of successful, practical solutions (to be "well-read").

To dwell on our analogy for one more paragraph, we should like to
point out that, while a superficial knowledge of any language may be
acquired by deliberately plunging oneself into the daily life of its
country of origin, few are able unaided to overcome the intellectual
barrier implicit in this pragmatic approach sufficiently to write or
speak professionally. Our aim in preparing this manual,
therefore, has been . . .

. . . to provide, not a Primer, nor even a "Dictionary of Useful Phrases",
but rather a course in how to think professionally-and creativelyin the language of Analogs.

WHY
(cont'd)

Those blessed with good habits of study and quick comprehension
will, we trust, gallop through Section I at a fast clip. On the other hand,
those for whom the pleasures of discovery have been spoiled (either
by previous experience or by early exposure to other treatments)
should not find our exposition without interest and merit-indeed,
they are likely to uncover new and useful elements of technique.
Regardless of his status at page 9-sophisticate, savant, scholar, or
seat-of-the-pants sluggard-every reader will find value in the library
of designs contained in Sections II and Ill, as well as in the reference
material in the appendices.
Furthermore, exposing our scarlet commercial stigmata, we have
elected to specify for each circuit one or more Philbrick amplifiers,
by type and even by their current model number. This move needs
no special pleading . . . Philbrick amplifiers are really
our first choice, always.

HOW

WE SHALL NOT PRESUME to tell anyone how to read-or even
how to study-a technical book. Everyone has his own method;
indeed, he may have developed several habits, to suit different moods,
climates, and objectives. Within reasonable bounds, this manual
will accommodate and reward almost any kind of serious usage-from
formal, systematic, cover-to-cover study to rambling and occasional
scannings; from selective intense spot-reference, when a specific problem
arises, to dilettante browsing, just for the fun of it. The uses of this
manual are as varied, we believe, as the tastes and needs of its users.
EV EN THE CASUAL OBSERVER WILL BENEFIT, however,
from a brief insight into the structure of this text, for it is unique in
several ways, and must be used intelligently for maximum
advantage. Few texts can and do bridge the gap between a continuous
tutorial exposition and a reference work. This one does, we warrant,
and we invite the reader's consideration of how to enjoy its
versatility, before plunging into it.
An important part of the organization plan is the grouping of the
material, which is shown below and outlined in some detail on page 2.

WHO, WHAT, WHY, HOW, WHEN, & WHERE: pp. 1-8

_

FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS-not at all the same as "elementary considerations", these 30 pages comprise a
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clear and rigorous exposition of how to make amplifiers perform in Operational Amplifier circuits, and how to predict,
evaluate, and adjust their performance in practical circuits. under realistic conditions. AB but the most impatient of experts

hl1.

should read this section through at least once, before setting pencil to paper with a specific application.
COMPUTING CIRCUITS cover the next 24 pages. The early sections of this part of the manual are a blend of
tutorial exposition and applications advice; they should be considered as a source of background theory for all the
rest of the text.
INSTRUMENTATION and other forms of functional IMPLEMENTATION are covered in the next

40

}-t: ..

So
'.16

"."

pages.

Despite elaborate cross-referencing (explained later), the reader should stay alert to the possibility that he will need
to lean on earlier material to develop a complete understanding of circuit theory and practice.

v'l,'\o'1

Bibliography, and a Dictionary of Nomenclature and Symbology.
FINALLY, so that the word "Amplifier" will have more than symbolic substance and be realizable in

)

specific, measurable terms, a chart of typical Philbrick Amplifiers is included. in fold-out format, so that

�
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relevant amplifier designations may be before your eyes as you study circuit diagrams and descriptions.
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NOW AS TO THE INTERNAL ORGANIZATION.

(cont'd)

A MANUAL or handbook differs from a textbook in that it must

be designed to permit random access to the information it contains,
yet the order and logic of its exposition must not be entirely
sacrificed for the sake of either brevity or speed of search. The key to
success, in both the writing and the reading of such a work, is a
healthy respect for the organization of its contents; and the two most
powerful tools available for organizing the written word are
graphical design (layout) and inter-referencing. Learn how a manual
is organized, and you are in a position to get much more out of it,
faster and more accurately, than by picking it up and using it.

HOW
tcont'a)

MOST OF THE INFORMATION in these pages is presented in
modular form, the basic modulus being one third of a page, like the
sample shown here. Sometimes a double or even a triple module
is required, but most Sections conform in design to this sample.
A FEW MINUTES DEVOTED to memorizing the disposition of
data within the Section will be found very worthwhile. Likewise, a
few minutes spent in familiarizing one's self with the Appendices
(pp. 105-115) would be well invested.

Section Number and Title. (Number is repeated
on right-hand edee of pageJ

m. 12

The schen.atic and block dial'ams are referred to
by section and (if n ecessary) by a sub-letter.
The lower diagram shown here is called figure 3.12 (b).

Equations are numbered sequentially within
each Part-e.g., equation (3-7) is equation #7
in section Ill. This equation is always so numbered,
regardless of where it may appear later.
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Foot noteS---OHen vital to successful
implementations of circuit. Always check
these footnotes before attempting to apply the
circuit suuested I

=

Section Number in
bold print. The
Roman numeral is
the Part number
(1,11,111) and the
arable numeral
following the decimal
point is the Section
number within
that Part.
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Parametric or functional limits may be given
as a note here. Also, equatiolls given here may not
be repeated in the text. Always check
this space lor essential matarl all ____.I

After that, you are ready to move mountains!

Reference N umber(s) in light print.
These are provided to ensure that non-repeated
material is made available to you, even il you have
not read earlier or later parts of the text.

WHEN
WHERE
ANALYSIS and ANALOGY

What are the uses of the Analog Art? When and where should the
Analog Artificer be called upon to practice his magic? We know of no
better way to begin to describe the rightful provinces over which this
specialist reigns than to reproduce here, from an earlier work, two
paragraphs that have frustrated all attempts at improvement,
over the decade since they were written:

CONTRIVANCE and CONTROL

If Mathematics can be called the "Queen of the Sciences", then truly Analogy is

Even a few moments with these tools in hand leads one to attempt to better the

her consort. When logic is enlivened, existence theorems become self-evident.

pallid past and attune with a fruitful future. The seeming vices of material pro

By introducing amplifiers into physical structures, to supply activation energies

cesses can be turned to virtues through union of energy and entropy control. Lags
can be made leads to predict the probable future from the known past. Instru

while enforcing signal flow causality, unlimited realms of abstraction may be
physically realized. This does not mean, however, that Fictions may be made
Truths; indeed learning to flatter rather than antagonize Nature is part and parcel
of the Analog Art.
Specifically, using active circuits, one may construct an Electronic Analog Com
plltor, a device using voltages to represent all variables. Such computors are used

as research and development tools in the design and operation of industrial process
controls, chemical reactions, electrical networks, and complex military systems,
among others. They have especial value for dynamic systems, where vibration,
stability, and response time are major design factors.
If relations and parameters are known, computation is a straightforward problem
of solving algebraic and differential equations. However, analog computors also
permit studies of systems where relations describing performance are not clearly
known in advance. In this case, portions of the system may be simulated by ac
tive or passive networks constructed experimentally to give a behavior approxi
mating known or desired response. Here operational amplifiers are used, for
example, as isolating and amplifying elements between stages, scaling eleme�ts,
lag or delay components, oscillators, regulators, as well as for basic mathematical
operations.
However they arise, all computor representations of real or abstract systems are
physical Models, but of extraordinary flexibility.

ment bridges may be monitored and balanced with continuous accuracy. Response
data of processes may be digested immediately to enhance research and reward
industry.
In electronic portions of closed-loop control systems and servomechanisms, oper
ational amplifiers can be used as brains to command the muscles. The "error"
between the ideal or desired condition and the existing condition is constantly
measured by an input amplifier, and then (sometimes using the same amplifier)
is amplified, transformed, scaled, and applied through power actuators to the
process under surveillance as a corrective force to reduce the error. Stabilizing
and compensating networks
feedback operations.

are conveniently implemented

through

subsidiary

In addition to the direct control applications indicated above, operational circuitry
has been profitably used to simulate processes for testing and shakedown of proto
type control systems and conversely for simulating projected controllers by actu
ally operating existing plants, processes, or machines. Such uses have already
enjoyed remarkable success in engine design and prime mover development; com
parable promise is indicated in other fields.
The above realms briefly indicate possibilities of instrumental applications, wherein
input signal information is transformed continuously into directly useful open or
closed-loop output actions.

The computation, simulation, measurement, and control of physical
parameters, then, are the domains in which the Analog Artificer may
most effectively function. In this manual, we are chiefly concerned,
as we have explained earlier, with how he achieves his results.
For a guide to more elaborate descriptions of such results,
see the Bia:,liog�aphy, pp. 110-111. (cont'd)

WHEN
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(cont'd)
Analogies are made possible by nature's wonderful
system of structural parallelism in which a physi
cal element in one medium may be represented
by a corresponding physical element in anothe.r
(e.g. mechanical mass may be represented by
electric capacitance).
Analogs are most helpful when an inherently in
flexible system, or a system of great cost, or one
of unknown performance, is to be investigated.
A problem may be rewritten so that, in effect, the
story remains the same but the names of the char
acters are changed; or, more specifically, an Ana
log may be set up in a more convenient system.
The time scale may also be changed to suit one's
convenience.
There are two basic forms of Analogs: passive,
in which flexibility is limited by the physical real
izability of passive Networks; and active, in which
the Amplifier extends the limits of realizability,
by a bit more each year, as circuit techniques im
prove and the state of the component art advances.
(The electronic Analog is clearly superior to that
created in any other physical medium. Electronic
Analogs offer far greater parameter ranges, greater
flexibility of configuration, higher speeds and ac
curacies, all at lower cost.) "Mixed" Analogs
exist, in which the amplifier merely extends the
range of a passive Analog; e.g., by impedance
transformation.
ACTIVE ANALOGS
The active Analog can be made by activating a
passive Network and may be represented gener
ally by the drawing to the right.
The shaded area represents any physically-real
izable, isolatable Network (often passive) in any
medium, having terminals 0, 1, 2, 3, . .. , and a
node-pair or Null (i.e., an energy equilibrium) at S.

The triangle A is an amplifier (hydraulic, pneu
matic, mechanical, or other) having high gain and
a net reversal of sign (polarity or "sense"). The
null in the Network is maintained by A because
any energy difference at S (the input to A) is
always (1/ gain of A) of the output of A (the
apex of triangle). Thus, the resultant of the efforts
applied to the Network will be nullified at S, and
the force at point n (the output of A) is deter
mined only by the Network and the efforts applied
to the Network.
"The Method", then, consists of applying the
principle of the Active Analog in one or more of
several different ways:
•

By Modelling-that is, given a particular de
vice or devices, in a particular physical system,
and one or more questions about its behavior
under a given set or sets of conditions (external
forces-D, 1, 2, .
n), one constructs a con
venient electronic model, applies analogous ex
ternal forces (signals, bias voltages or currents)
and then makes a sufficient number of observa
tions, of both magnitude and magnitude-vs
time, to answer the questions posed in the prob
lem statement. ( It is, of course, necessary, in
constructing the model and making the obser
vations, to use "hardware" that will ensure a
degree of accuracy consistent with the problem
statement. ) One particular kind of modelling
-the best-known kind, perhaps-is mathemati
cal modelling, known as computing.
.

.

•

By Synthesis-that is, given a general descrip
tion of the nature of the device to be synthe
sized, and a set of answers (performance
specifications), one constructs an Active (or
passive Analog of the general type described
in the problem statement, and adjusts its param
eters until the stated performance is observed
-once again, with an intelligent and watchful
eye on the accuracy levels maintained in both
hardware and measurement. (It should be
noted that all too often the "general descrip
tion" of the device given in the problem state
ment is too general, and a certain amount of
inspired creativity is required of the Analog
Artificer. We trust that this fact cheers and
reassures you. as to the importance and contri
bution of the individual-as it does us.)
By Pure Implementation-that is, given little
or no restriction on the nature of the device,
but only a performance requirement (generally
less than complete) , one constructs what one
hopes is an elegantly simple Analog that will
respond to external forces in the prescribed
manner. Both instrumentation and control, in
all their glorious scope and variety, fall into this
class of creativity ... and the book will never
be closed, we trust, on mankind's record of
accomplishment in playing this exciting game.
(Although it occasionally causes painfully ex
pensive redesign, every significant improvement
in componentry and circuitry creates a new
"set of rules" for this game, adding immeasur
ably to the spice of our lives-and, we trust,
yours. )

The reader should not, if relatively new to this
fascinating Approach to Life, feel either alarm
or inadequacy at this stage. Rather, he should
blame the limitations of written communication,
particularly as practiced (however fervently) by
us, for any sense of incomplete understanding.
Read on-and then return, when the mechanics
of this Analog business are more familiar, and
read this statement again. We predict that, as it
does so often in Nature, courage will follow
competence.
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pages 8 & 9

1.1

1.1 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS. An amplifier that activates a passive Net

work to form an active Analo g is called an Operational Amplifier. It is this

EDITOR'S NOTE

amplifier that enforces the Null in the Network, and allows the Network to
impart to the performance of the combined circuit its own (passive) parameters.
Practical Operational Amplifi.ers are characterized by extremely high "DC"
(static) and low-frequency gain, so that the input (or "error") signal required for
full output is generally negligible, both in current and in voltage.

General

purpose Operational Amplifiers are also characterized by low closed-loop output
impedance, and by a fairly uniform roll-off in gain with frequency over many
decades. As we shall see, this "linear" roll-off characteristic gives the operational

A Dictionary of Nomenclature and Symbology

will be found on pp. 106-9. A glance at it now,
and occasional references to it in times of stress,
might

speed

the

reader's

progress

through

these pages.

amplifier its universality-the ability to accept feedback from a wide variety
of feedback networks with excellent dynamic stability.

1.2

ELECTRONIC AMPLIFIERS.

1.2

Both vacuum-tube and solid-state Opera

1.37

tional Amplifie
. rs are in wide use, although the number of solid-state units has

1.38

already exceeded the number of vacuum-tube units still in service. Without in

1.39

any way detracting from the glorious record established by Philbrick vacuum
tube amplifiers, it is manifest that modern solid-state circuits have by now almost
eclipsed that radiance.

The day of the vacuum-tube Operational Amplifier may

not be over, but it is Twilight ...
Solid-state or Vacuum-tube, the Rules of the Game are immutable.

Designing

and manufacturing dependable yet economical Operational Amplifiers demands
the greatest care-from circuit selection and component quality assurance to
flawless workmanship under controlled conditions. If the "Solid-State Revolution"
has changed any of the Rules, the effect has been to make Philbrick's depth of
experience, design integrity, and vigilance even more important.

1.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF AN AMPLIFIER.
causal direction of signal flow.

1.3

8

The schematic

symbol of an Operational Amplifier, shown here, is a triangle that indicates the

FUNDAMENTAL
SCIIEMATlC

A ground reference is implied by the dashed

lines. Almost all Philbrick Operational Amplifiers are provided with balanced

inputs, "A" and "B", to which are applied the input signals,
The output,

e

=

{(eA

-

en)

eA

and

be obtained by applying a minute signal

(ell - e8)

A useful output signal may

1.3(a)

e

between the input terminals;

The slope of the non-saturated portion of the characteristics determines

the DC gain, A.

�

1.3(b)

�
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NEGATIVE SATURATION
*ignoring certain important error-factors. for which see 1.7, LIB, and 1.52.

to

1.18

in fact, the amplifier output circuit can be saturated by a surprisingly small
input.

1.7

eB.

e, of an operational amplifier is related to its inputs by*

as indicated on the graph to the right.

1.4

,
-------

�
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LESS)

{(eA - eB)

1.4
1.7
1.8
1.16
1.18

1.4 AMPLIFIER INPUT CONFIGURATIONS. Almost all Philbrick Opera
tional Amplifiers provide balanced, differential inputs, as in (a), except for
certain. chopper-stabilized types, which are single-ended, as in (b), requiring
grounding of the (+ ) terminal. Ideally, the output of (a) is:

e
so

=

fCeA - eB)

(1-1)

that the output is independent of the magnitudes of either e.{ or eo, but de

pends only upon their difference.

For example, if e.{

10 volts and ell
10.002
0.002 volts, and
e.{ were zero. Calling 10 volts the "common-mode voltage," or CMV, an ideal
differential amplifier would reject the common 10 volts, responding only to the
2 mv difference. In practice, eA and en are hardly ever given exactly the same
weight (see 1.16 for discussion of common-mode error).
=

=

volts, then the effective input is -2 millivolts, just as if en

SIGNAL

1.4(a)

The

In Figure 1.5Ca), we have assumed quite arbi

We are

trarily an input signal that varies with time (in

1.5 TWO EXEMPLARY CIRCUITS.
time has come to introduce a circuit.

=

GROUND

SIGNAL

1.4(b)

1.5
1.6
1.7

not quite ready for a completely practical cir

an asymmetrical manner, for clarity) and have

cuit, but we may now consider an idealized

indicated, in three small graphs, the variations

to

application-a peg, if you will, on which to

with time of e" es, and e. How sweetly simple

hang impending discussions of practical circuits.

is the ideal!

l.18
1. 40

Circuit (a) is the popular and useful "unity

In circuit (b), we introduce a minor but im

gain inverter", in which the output is (ideally)

portant variation, in which a signal, En is

equal to and opposite in sign from the input.

introduced into the positive terminal of the

We are here only concerned with how it f unc

amplifier.

tions, ideally.

single-ended manner; circuit (b) uses its differ

The ideal amplifier has infinite gain and infinite
input impedance, draws zero input current Cis),
has zero output impedance, zero propagation
delay, and a completely passive input ...that
is, it does not generate signals.

R

=

R,

=

Pickup is zero,

lOkn exactly, the power supply fur

nishes. perfectly-constant noise-free DC,

Circuit (a)

uses

to
1. 44

Il.l

the amplifier in a

ential configuration fully. By the way, we
choose a battery for E. for simplicity only.
Er could vary just as arbitrarily as eh without
altering our analysis. The Response equation

1.5(a)

for (b), based on the same idealistic assump
tions as for (a), is:

ad

verse environmental influences are absent, the
Lark's on the wing, etc.

or, if R

Since is is zero, i,

We have assumed that en> often called the "null

=

i2, by Kirchoff'sLaw, taken

=

RI> e

=

2E, - el

(1-3)

at the summing point. With infinite gain, no

voltage", is zero, and that the gain infinite. Be

input signal, however small, would be tolerated

ginning with 1.7, we shall face the facts: that the

by the feedback, so that en

=

0, terminal A is

gain is finite, and that en is not zero, but is

at zero, and es is also zero. From the above,

possibly appreciable, having the value - e/ A.

we may develop a "Response" equation:

To sum up: in (a), el is perfectly reproduced,
with inverted sign; in (b), we have linearly
combined two signals, e, and E" in accordance
with equation

or

0-2)

0-3).

Both circuits generate

1.5(b)

currents (i2) precisely proportional to the dif
ference of the input signals, if RI is linear.
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